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A Discus 'wave following' buoy was designed as part of the lOS Meteorological Program 
The Design philosophy adopted for a Discus Buoy is describe, and details of the implementation 
are discussed. A complete t set of drawings of the hardware as manufactured for the first 
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the set of drawings. 
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1. OVERVIEW 
Blowing over the sea, the wind causes waves and currents. Accurate values of the 
wind stress are required for sea state forecasting and for forcing computer models of the 
ocean circulation. As part of this research the JRC Meteorological Team is engaged in a 
program of wind stress measurements. 
The primary sensor used in this program has evolved from a propeller vane to a 
'state of the art' Sonic anemometer. However the environment of the measurement is critical, 
therefore in deployment of the sensor on the measurement platform one must try to place the 
sensor in the best position to 'see' the turbulent air structure before it is contaminated by the 
presence of the platform. In the case of a ship this means the sensor is usually mounted on a 
high mast to windward. 
The most well known of the Sonic anemometers is the Kaijo DenM However the 
development by GiU Instruments of the Solent Sonic anemometer with its lower operating 
power has allowed the possibility of self-contained battery powered systems. After initial 
proving trials of the Solent Sonic anemometer on Royal Research Ship Charles Darwin 
(Yelland.M.J., P.K.Taylor, KG.Birch, R.W.Pascal, and AL.Williams, 1991; Evaluation of Solent 
Sonic Anemometer on RRS Darwin Cruise 43. 288,Institute of Oceanographic Sciences), it was 
suggested that a buoy mounted measurement system based on this sensor would be viable. 
This report outlines the design criteria of the buoy, and details the hardware that was 
constructed to meet the specification. 
Design of this hardware was also a large step for the drawing techniques used, as this 
was the first project within lOSDL to be designed using a Computer Aided Design package. 
The flexibility of this technology has enabled the production of this detailed handbook. 
2. CONCEPrnai DESICN 
The criterion for the buoy design was to provide an optimised platform which would 
provide the best possible exposure of the Solent sonic anemometer. 
The Sonic anemometer is manufactured in two different designs, one has three support 
legs spaced symmetrically at 120 ° spacing and the second is an asymmetrical construction 
with three legs equispaced within 120 ° i.e. separated by 60 
The asymmetric construction was chosen, because of its 240 ° unobstructed window 
to the airflow. To make best use of the sensor's window it was concluded that minimisation of 
buoy effects would best realised by placing the sensor on the leading edge of the buoy facing 
directly into the prevailing wind direction. To achieve this goal it was not considered practical 
to have a rotating structure mounted on the buoy because of the complexity of connecting the 
variety of electrical signals to the sensors, navigation aids, and Satellite aerials. The alternative 
configuration, which was employed, is to have a fixed structure for mounting the sensors and to 
orientate the buoy by the use of a wind vane. 
The other sensors that are deployed on the buoy are 
Air Temperature 
Sea Surface Temperature 
Propeller Wind vane anemometer 
Also the data transmission aerials and navigational aids need to be deployed on the 
external structure, these are 
Argos Transmitter Aerial 
Meteosat Transmitter Aerial 
Navigation light 
VHF navigation beacon. 
2.1 Deployment Life span 
The design specification for the deployment life of all the systems was 70 days. This 
meant that all data recording and power systems must have a life expectancy in excess of this 
time, to allow for the eventuality that bad weather may not allow recovery to take place on 
schedule. 
The long term durability of the mechanical design needed to consider the problems 
of the waterproof sealing the equipment and wiring enclosures. To increase the robustness of 
these areas and prevent water ingress a policy of double sealing was considered appropriate. 
The implementation of this policy would mean that individual modules within the central 
canister i.e. Battery packs, processor unit etc., should be in watertight enclosures with 
waterproof connectors. All external connectors should be waterproof and themselves be 
covered by individual covers with glands exits for cables. 
2.2 Lannchlng and Recovery 
High on the design philosophy was the problem of deployment and recovery of the 
buoy, which is directly linked to the vulnerability of the delicate sensors. The methods of 
deployment must have the goal of minimising the risk of the buoy overturning during this 
crucial operation. To achieve this it was concluded that the buoy must b e launched, by a crane 
or 'A" Frame, from a central point at the top of the Tower. Hardware Configuration 
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3.1 Hardware design 
A discus buoy hull with quadrapod tower was selected as being the optimum form of 
construction to meet the sensor and electronic systems requirements. This configuration 
provided adequate space for the 200kg payload, whilst maintaining a low centre of gravity. 
The tower design enabled the sensor annular ring to be of a rigid construction, minimising 
vibration, and provided a means of access to the sensors for servicing whilst the buoy was 
deployed. 
The central core of the buoy hull is fabricated in aluminium, with a 'cotton reel' cross 
section, to which is bonded a 3 M diameter flotation collar. A 15mm elastomer coating is 
applied over the flotation collar to provide protection and a non slip upper deck surface. 
The tower is bolted to the hull via pads which are welded to the top surface of the 
central 'cotton reel'. Adjacent to each of the four tower legs are tubes bonded vertically 
through the floatation collar to allow sensors to be mounted through the hull into the near 
surface water. 
The instrumentation canister, which is mounted within the central 'cotton reel', contains 
the (multi)processor unit, satellite transmitters, compass, DC-DC Converters and six lithium 
battery packs. Each individual unit is housed in a waterproof housing, connected by inter-unit 
cables with sealed environmental connectors, giving a high degree of protection against water 
ingress. 
The sensors, satellite aerials, and navigational aids are mounted on the 1.5m diameter 
ring on the top of the quadrapod tower. Each of the devices is fitted with a quick release clamp 
to facilitate easy replacement, whilst the buoy is deployed, in event of failure or damage. 
External cabling on the tower is minimised, by use of a single multi-core cable for all sensor 
signals. This cable connects between the central instrument housing and a mast head junction 
box. 
Orientation of the buoy into the wind is by dual vanes mounted on one of the tower 
legs. The vanes are of a wedge cross section, extending from deck level to the underside of 
the tower annular instrumentation ring. 
The technique of launching from the central point at the top of the Tower would 
require the heavy lifting mechanism to be position within the ring of sensors and aerials at the 
moment of release from the ship This raised the high possibility of damage to any of the 
sensors and aerials. To remove the lifting mechanism from this hazardous area a retractable 
deployment bar was incorporated into the design. The retractable lifting bar, which is 1 M 
long, is mounted at the top of the tower with four lifting strops, made of polyprop rope, 
shackled to the central buoy flotation unit. Under load, whilst the buoy is being deployed the 
bar slides upwards to the maximum extension as determined by the length of the strops. At 
the instant that buoy is released, from the lifting mechanism, the bar slides downwards under 
gravity out of the sensor area. This technique allows a higher chance of deployment without 
damage and once deployed does not cause an obstruction to wind flow over the sensors. 
3.2 Power Supplies 
The power for all the buoy systems is provided from up to six battery housings each 
containing two 24V, 125 Ampere-Hour packs. A power bus is generated by connecting the 
battery packs in parallel, using Schottky diodes, enabling the efficient use of battery power and 
flexibility in deployment duration. 
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Each of the Systems is powered via dedicated DC to DC converters. By the provision 
of power supply isolation between sub systems, the overall system reliability is enhanced by 
minimising the risks to all systems caused by a failure in one component area. 
We would like to acknowledge the financial support provided by ARE Portland, and 
the advice from Mark Carson with respect to the overall Buoy design and buoyancy materials 
of the hull. 
4. RESULTS FROM TEE FIRST DEPLOYMENT 
The first scientific deployment of was from the Royal Research Ship Charles Darwin 
during a cruise to the Faeroes area during S e p t e m b e r 1991. the buoy was launched in good 
conditions without damage to any of the instrumentation The wind speed was about 8m/s which 
steadily increased to 15m/s during the day. At first light the following morning the buoy was 
found to be overturned and was recovered. Damage to the hull and tower structure was 
minimal but highlighted the well known problem of stability of a Discus buoy. 
4.1 Buoy Modelling Tests 
As part of the original buoy design Computer Modelling was carried out to check the 
viability of the design. The figures which were used for this work was based on estimated 
design dimensions and weights. Subsequent to the first deployment the implemented design 
was found to be significantly higher in weight and therefore the original modelling was not 
representative of the constructed buoy. Further analytical work was carried out, running the 
Computer Model with the actual buoy dimensions and weights. This showed that ,as had 
happened in practice, the buoy would capsize in the conditions experienced on the first 
deployment. This was good because it confirmed our faith in the predictions of the Modelling. 
Alterations were suggested to 
1) increase the freeboard and diameter of the buoyancy 
2) reduce the turning moment about the centre of buoyancy by the reduction of weight 
,where possible, on the tower and sensor clamps. 
The changed design was re-run on the Computer Model and showed significant 
improvements in stability. 
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S. 1 Mechanical Hardware Specification 
Diameter 3 Metres 
Overall height 3.8 Metres - including sensors 
Height above waterline 2.5 Metres to annular ring 
3.3 Metres to top of sensors 
Weight in air 938Kg 
Weight Tower + Clamps+ Junction Box+ 
liftingBar 
108Kg 
Hull with Central Cannister 620K& 
HuU with Central Cannister + contents 830 Eg 
5.2 Payload 
Weight Capacity 
Battery Pack(s) 23 Kg per housing Two 24V ,125 Ampere hours 
per housing 
Hashing Light BatteryPack ISKg 18V, 112 Ampere hours 
Electronic Systems 8Kg MultiMet 
somciaappc 
Formatter DSP PC 
Transmitter Box 28Kg Argos/Meteosat 
Buoy Motion Monitor 12 Kg BMP DSP PC 
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5.3 Mooring Demigm 
Revised design t o C a r s o n Spec. 
SONIC BUOY 
10m 5 / 8 ' c h a l r v Swivel.16-8. 
Assy.L 13m X 18mm. 
P o l y e s t e j ^ ' ' swlveU6-8, 
. .5a .kg . . 
ll'MWC. 5m 18mm, 
Polyp. 
Swivel. 10-8. 












P o l y e s t e r 16mm. 
Line l eng th = W a t e r d e p t h 
A c o u s t i c Rel.Buoyancy. 
A c o u s t i c Release . 
6 0 n , 
10m 13mm chain. 
7m 13mm chain. 
1200 kg, 15kg Bruce 





5.4 Electronic System* mpedScatlon 
5.4.1 Mean Meteorological Measurements - MultiMet. 
RCAMircoboard CD 1802 BCE, with 8Mb Eprom data storage 
Sampling frec[uency - 1 Hz 
Processing - Calculating '1 Min ute' means 
Sensors System Measurements Number Manufacturer 
Air temperature Range 0 - 35 °C 
Accuarcy 0.1°C 




Range 0 - 35 °C 
Accuracy 0.1 °C 
Resolution ±0.005 
2og IDS 
"Wfed Speed & Range 0-40 m/sec 
Accuracy 0.1 m/sec 
Resolution O.OOlm/sec 
20ff R.M.Yoimg 
Direction Range 0 - 355 ° 
Accuracy 0.08 ° 
Resolution 
Compass Range 0-360 ° 
Resolution 1.387 ° 
lOfF DigiCourse 
5.4.2 Wind Stress system. 
Single Board DSP 286 with 8M Bytes Eprom data storage 
Sampling Frequency - 21 Hz 
Processing - 15 Section s of 1024 points, using software EFT to compute Wind Speed 
Spectrum 
Sensors Solent Sonic 
Anemometer 
Range 0-60 M/sec 
Accuracy 
<30m/sec ±1.5%, 
>30m/sec ± 3% 




1 O S DigiCourse 
5.4.3 Satellite Data Formatter to Argos & Meteosat. 
Single Board DSP GCAT with 4M Bytes Flash Eprom data storage on PCMCIA Card 
Continuously monitors output data streams from MultiMet and Wind Stress systems. 
Processing - Averages '1 minute Mean' MultiMet datasets over period corresponding to 
Sampling period of Wind Stress . Formats data in preparation for sending via Argos and 
Meteosat 
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Arqos 1 Off ArcrosAVS Oceans 
Position Accuracy 
Data Transmission rate ~ 4hrs 
(satellite visibilty dependant) 
Data capacity 32 bytes * 8 
(Multiplexed over 8 consecutive 
transmissions) 
Meteosat DCP 1 Q g Hays Space 
Technoloav 
Data Transmission Rate, Hourly 
Data capacity 256 Bytes 
5.4.4 Buoy Motion Analysis System. 
Sensors 3 Components 
Accelerometer 
lOff SE Systems AMD 
Solid State Rate Gyro 3 0 g Murata Gyrostars 
Pitch Inclinometers lOff Penny & Giles 
Roll Inclinometers lOff Penny & Giles 
3 Axis fluxgate 
compass 
lOS Thorn EMI 
Wind 
SpeedScDirection 
1 o g RM Young 
Single Board DSP GCAT with 4M BytesFlash Eprom data storage on PCMCIA Card 
Sampling Frequency - 4 Hz 
Processing - The initiation of a record would be determined by whether any of the following 
criteria were satisfied 
Wind Speed Number of (10 min) Records 
0 - 5 m/s Mean Wind speed 5 
5-10 m/s Mean Wind speed 5 
10-15 m/s Mean Wind speed 10 
15-20 m/s Mean Wind speed 10 
>20 m/s Mean Wind speed 20 
OCtAJL No 
PARTS TO MANUFACTURE 
DRAWING HTLF 





1 TOP FRAME ALUMINIUM ALLOY 1 
2 BUOY POLYETHYLENE FOAM K GRP 1 
4 TOP RING ALUMINOFTJ ALLOY 1 SEE DRAWING LOS 5295/3 
5 CENTRE INSTRUMENT HOUSING ALUMINIUM ALLOY 1 1 
6 YOUNG'S WIND MONITOR VARIOUS 2 OINUNE DRAWING | 
7 AIR TEMPERATURE PROBE VARIOUS Z OUTLINE DRAWJG | 
a 1 
9 1 
10 BUOY PIPE ALUMINIUM ALLOY 4 1 
t l 1 
12 1 
13 ASSYMETRIC ANEMOMETER CLAMP ALUMINIUM AHOY 1 1 
1 14 TOP RING ASSEMBLY VARIOUS 1 1 
1 15 1 
16 
17 FLANGE TUBE ALUMINIUM ALLOY 1 
18 
19 BATTERY BOX ALUMINIUM ALLOY 9 1 
20 BATTERY BOX UD ALUMINIUM ALLOY 6 1 
21 YOUNG'S ANEMOMETER CLAMP ALUMINIUM ALLOY 2 
22 ANCHOR FRAME WLD STEEL 1 
23 TOP RING CLAMP ALUMINIUM ALLOY 8 
24 
25 60mm C LAMP ALUMINIUM ALLOY 2 
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26 ANGLE-A ALUMINIUM ALLOY 3 1 
27 ANEMOMETER BASE TUBE ALUMINIUM ALLOY 1 1 
28 DCP ANTENNA TUBE BASE ALUMINIUM ALLOY 2 
29 CLAUP BOLT STAINLESS STEEL 12 
3 0 J8 END CAP-BUOY ALUMINIUM ALLOY 4 
31 JB TUBE-BUOY ALUMINIUM ALLOY 4 
32 TEMPERATURE SENSOR MOUNTING ALUMINIUM ALLOY 2 
33 SPACER RING RIGID PVC 2 
3 4 BRACKET ALUMINIUM ALLOY 1 
35 C L W ALUMINIUM ALLOY 2 
36 
37 
38 ANEMOMETER EXTENSION TUBE ALUUMUU ALLOY 2 
1 39 FLANGE ALUMINIUM ALLOY 2 
40 END CAP ALUMINIUM ALLOY 2 
41 TUBE ALUMINIUM ALLOY 2 
42 PLATE ALUMINIUM ALLOY 2 
43 TUBE XENON ALUMINIUM ALLOY 1 
44 TUBE RF BEACON ALUMINIUM ALLOY 1 
45 BODY SEA TEMPERATURE SENSOR STAINLESS STEEL 2 
46 INSULATOR AIR TEMPERATURE SENSOR NYLATRON 2 
47 MASTHEAD JB ALUMINIUM ALLOY 1 
48 MASTHEAD JB LID ALUMINIUM ALLOY 1 
49 MASTHEAD JB ^ASKET SYNTHETIC RUBBER 1 
5 0 TOP HAT FOR CONNECTOR SERIES 5 POLYPROPYLENE 1 
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76 BATTERY PILLAR-B ALUMNIUM ALLOY 2 
77 MOUNITNG PLATE PILLAR ALUMINIUM ALLOY 8 
78 JUNCTION BOX ALUMINIUM ALLOY 1 
79 JUNCTION BOX UD ALUMINIUM ALLOY 1 
80 JUNCTION BOX GASKET NEOPRENE 2 
81 MAIN INSTRUMENT HOUSING UD ALUMINIUM ALLOY 1 1 
82 PCS CHASSIS BAR ALUMINIUM ALLOY 4 I 
BJ COMPASS HOUSING BODY ALUMINIUM ALLOY 1 
84 COMPASS HOUSING CAP ALUMINIUM ALLOY 1 
85 COMPASS HOUSING BASE ALUMINIUM ALLOY 1 
86 L imNG EYE BOSS ALUMINIUM ALLOY 4 
87 COMPASS BOLT STAINLESS STEEL 4 -
88 COMPASS SPACER RIGID PVC 12 
88 PRESSUP^ RELfEF HOUSING ALUMINIUM ALLOY 1 
90 BODY. ATR TEMPERATURE STAINLESS STEEL 2 
G) GASKET SYNTHETIC RUBBER 1 
82 GASKET SYNTHETIC RUBBER 2 
93 
84 SST END CAP-TOP ALUMINIUM ALLOY 1 
85 
96 TOP HAT-SST POLYPROPYLENE 1 
87 DCP ANTENNA TUBE BASE ALUMINIUM ALLOY 2 
98 
88 
100 TOP HAT FOR BUOY TUBE POLYPROPYLENE 2 
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TOP HAT FOR CONNECTOR SERIES 4 POLYPROPYLENE 2 
52 TOP HAT FOR CONNECTOR SERES 3 POLYPROPYLENE 2 
r 53 ANEMOMETER BASE ADAPTER ALUMJNIUM ALLOY 1 
54 DCPA BASE ADAPTER ALUMINIUM ALLOY 2 
55 ^EMOMETER TUBE ADAPTER PLUG ALUMINIUM ALLOY 2 
56 PCS BRACKTr ALUMINIUM ALLOY 1 
57 COVER FOR CONNECTOR SERES 3 POLYPROPYLENE 1 
58 
58 
60 METEOSAT BOX ALUMINIUM ALLOY 1 
61 METEOSAT BOX LfD ALUMWUM ALLOY , 1 
62 METEOSAT BOX GASKET NEOPREXE 1 
63 CPU HOUSING BOX ALUMINIUM ALLOY 1 -
64 CPU HOUSING UD ALUMINIUM ALLOY 1 
65 CPU HOUSING GASKET NEOPRENE 1 
66 PCB CHASSIS SIDE PLATE ALUMMUM ALLOY 2 
67 BASE PLATE ALUMINIUM ALLOY 1 
68 TOP PLATE ALUMINIUM ALLOY 1 
60 BOTTOM PLATE ALUMINIUM ALLOY 1 
70 BATTERY PLATE-A RIGID PVC 1 
71 BATTERY PLATE-B RIGID PVC 1 
ARGOS MOUNTING PLATE RIGID PVC 1 
. 
CHARGER MOUNTING PLATE RIGID PVC 1 
74 WAIN FRAME PILLAR ALUMINIUM ALLOY 2 
75 BATTERY PILLAR-A ALUMINIUM ALLOY 2 
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101 UrnNG BAR GUIDE ALUMINIUM ALLOY 1 
102 HFTIMG BAR STAINLESS STEEL 1 
103 L imNG BAR END STAINLESS STEEL 2 
104 BAR STAINLESS STEEL 2 
105 TOP HAT SPACER POLYPROPYLENE 2 
106 FlUXGATE MOUNTING PLATE ALUMINIUM ALLOY 1 
107 PROTECTOR PLATE RIGID PVC 1 
108 BOARD SPACER 1 ALUMINIUM ALLOY 3 
109 BOARD SPACER 2 ALUMINIUM ALLOY 3 
110 BOARD SPACER 3 ALUMINIUM ALLOY 3 
111 BOARD SPACER 4 ALUMINIUM ALLOY 3 
112 INCUNOWETTER SPACER ALUMINIUM ALLOY 3 -
113 GYRO BOARD SPACER ALUMINIUM ALLOY 4 
H 4 INCLINOWETER SUPPORT 1 ALUMINIUM ALLOY 1 
115 INCUNOMETTER SUPPORT 2 ALUMINIUM ALLOY 1 
116 ANCHOR POINT-A MILD STEEL 1 
1 ... 117 
118 
ANCHOR POtNT-B MILD STEEL 
SPREADER PLATE WILD STEEL 1 
1 
ANCHOR POINT BUSH POLYPROPYLENE 2 
1 120 ANCHOR POINT WASHER POLYPROPYLENE 2 
1 121 SPREADER PLATE BUSH POLYPROPYLENE 3 
122 SPREADER PLATE WASHER POLYPROPYLENE 3 
123 HANDLE BLOCK POLYPROPYLENE 1 
124 HANDLE BLOdK LOCATER POLYPROPYLENE 1 
125 COWPAS; ; RETTAfNER POLYPROPYLENE 1 
1 
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126 FLASHING LAMP BASE POLYPROPYLENE 1 
127 AERIAL MOUNTING PLATE ALUMINIUM ALLOY 1 
128 HOUSING FOR AERIAL NYLATRON 1 
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6.2 Drawing: 
DRAMNO No. DETAM. 
I .0.S./C5597 C.A. THIRD AN "IF PPOJECnON FOR CXPLANAHON OF DIUENSO S.N0TES.SYM80LS mtc.SEE 8.5.308. 
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DIMENSIONS IN m.m. 







TOLERANCE EXCEPT WHERE 
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± 0.1 
DO NOT SCALE 
AWENDWENT ISSUE DATE re-drabn on ooupuieb AMENDMENT 
CERTIFIED 















43 THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION FOR EXPLANATION OF DLMENSIONS.NOTES.SYWBOLS etc^SEE B.S.30B. 
22_0 23.0 
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I A 2 4 X 1 T H R E A D SECTION XX 
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MASK THREADS BEFORE ANODIStNC 
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SCALE 1: I 
SIZE C 
TOLERANCE EXCEPT WHERE 
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±0.1 
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AUENDUENT ISSUE DATE 




INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHIC SCIENCES 
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ISSUE DATE 
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: 0 , s . / 5 ^ 9 7 ^ 
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DRAWING No. 
I.O.S./ 5597 dettan. 44 THIRD ANGLE PRO^n^CTinN 
0.5 RADIUS 
THIS FACE TO BE FREE OF ANODISING 
FOR E3(PLANATI0N OF DtWENSIONS,NOTES,SYMBOLS etc^SEE B.S.308. 
20.0 
16.0 






PER UNIT 1 
PROTECTIVE FINISH 
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TOTAL 
No.OFF DRAWN-— 
DIMENSIONS IN m.m. SCALE 1: t 
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M24 % 1 THREAD 
MASK THREADS BEFORE ANODISWG 
1.0 x 45' 
















DRAWING No. DETTAA. 
I .O.S./ 5597 45 THIRD ANGLE PROJFCHON 
16.8 A / F 
8 .4 
ZG SPHERICAL RADIUS 
FOR EXPLANATION OF DtMENSIONS.NOTES.SYMBOLS etc^SEE B.S.308. 
4 & C 
M10 y 1.5 THREAD 
n 10.0 
2 0 RADIUS 
0 X 45" CHAMFER 
SECTION XX 
SIZE C 
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TOTAL 
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DIMENSIONS IN m.m. SCALE 2:1 DO NOT SCALE 
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AUENDUENT ISSUE DATE AMENDMENT ISSUE DATE 
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DRAWING No. 







DRAWING No. DETTAtl. 
i .O.S./ 5597 46 THIRD ANGLE PROJECHON 
16.8 a/f 
SECTION YY 
FOR E)(PLANAT10N OF DIMENSIONS.NOTES.SYMBOLS etc^SEE B.S.308. 
2B.0 
uio % 1.-^  mread 










SCALE 2: I 
SIZE C 
REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES UNLESS STATED OTHERWISE 
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± 0.1 
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THIRD ANGLE PRn,)F(lTinN FOR E3(PLANAT10N OF DMENSIONS.NOTES,SYMBOLS Gto..SEE B.S.308. 
372 
3 RAOU 
7 EQUAL PITCHES OF 60.0 = 350.0 
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TOLERANCE EXCEPT WHERE 
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AMENDMENT ISSUE DATE 




INSTITUTE OF'OCEANOGRAPHIC SCIENCES 
25-8-91 
ISSUE DATE 
5 - 6 - 9 1 
UASTT4EAD JUNCTION BOX UP 
DRAWING No. DETAIL 
I . 0 .S . /C5597 48 
USED ON 
DRAWtNG No. DETTAIL 
I .0 .S . /C5597 49 
0/no. w/s 
2 HOLES 7 DtA 
THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION 
372 
FOR EXPLANATION OF DIMENSIONS,NOTES,SYMBOLS eto..SEE B.S.308. 
322 
4 - — ^ 4 ^ 
10 RADU 
<1) = $= 
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7 EQUAL PnCHES OF 50.0 = 350.0 
22 HOLES 5.5 DIA 
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MATERIAL 
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TOLERANCE EXCEPT WHERE 
OTHERWISE STATED: 
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DO NOT SCALE 
auenouent ISSUE DATE 
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AMENDMENT 
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INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHIC SCIENCES 
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DRAWING No. DETAR. 
I . 0 .S . /C5597 49 
USED ON 
DRAWING No. DETAIL 
I . 0 . S . / C 5 5 9 7 50 THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION 
FOR EXPLANATION OF DIMENSIONS,NOTES.SYMBOLS etc. ,SEE B.S.308. 
95.0 
18.5 DIA HOLE TAPPED M20x1.5 
6 HOLES 5.6 DIA.,EQUALLY 
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INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHIC SCIENCES 
TITLE 
TOP HAT FOR CONNECTOR SERIES 5 
DRAWING No. DETAIL 
I . 0 . S . / C 5 5 9 7 50 
USED ON 
DRAWING No. DETAIL 
I . 0 . S . / C 5 5 9 7 51 














6 HOLES 5.6 DIA.,EQUALLY 
SPACED ON 66.0 PCD 
2.2-2. j 
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0 . 8 
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DIMENSIONS IN m . m . 




SCALE 1: I 
TOLERANCE EXCEPT WHERE 
OTHERWISE STATED: 
± 0.5 
DO NOT SCALE 
AMENDMENT ISSUE DATE 
R E - D R A W N O N C O M P U T O R 
AMENDMENT 
CERTIFIED 






TOP HAT FOR CONNECTOR SERIES 4 
DRAWING No, 




DRAWING No. DETAIL 
I . 0 . S . / C 5 5 9 7 52 THIRD ANCLE PROJECTION 
USED ON 
l 
6 HOLES 5.6 DIA.,EQUALLY 
SPACED ON 60.0 PCD 
FOR EXPLANATION OF DIMENSIONS,NOIES.SYUBOLS etc.,SEE B.S.308. 
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INSTITUTE o r OCEANOGRAPHIC SCIENCES 
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I . 0 . S . / C 5 5 9 7 52 
DRAWING No. DETAIL 
I . 0 . S . / C 5 5 9 7 53 THIRD ANGLE PRnUFCl-inN 
USED ON 




2 HOLES 12.0 DIA.,C 80RED 19.0 DIA & 
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REUEVE THREADS FOR DEPTH OF 1.5 
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AMENDMENT ISSUE DATE 
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1 1 0 - 6 - 9 1 
TITLE 







DRAWING No. DETAIL 





2 X 45" CHAWFER 
23.0 DIA HOLE TAPPED M24x1 
RELIEVE THREADS FOR DEPTH OF 1.5 n. 1.6 
1 X 45" CHAMFER 
SECTION XX 
8 X 45" CHAMFER 
2 HOLES. DIAMETRICALLY OPPOSITE. 2.5 DIA x 













REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES UNLESS STATED OTHERWISE 
TOLERANCE EXCEPT m E R E 
OTHERWISE STATED: 
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TITLE 







DRAWING No. DETAIL 
I . 0 . S . / C 5 5 9 7 55 
THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION FOR EXPLANATION OF DIMENSIONS.NOTtiS.SYWBOLS e lc . .SEE B.S.30B. 










o i n 
IT) 
23.0 DIA HOLE TAPPED M24x1 
RELIEVE THREADS FOR DEPTH OF 1,5 
SECTION XX 
U CUT THREAD 
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& TAPPED M3x0.5 
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SIZE C 
MATERIAL PROTECTIVE FINISH TOLERANCE EXCEPT WHERE 
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DRAWING No. DETAIL 
I .0 .S . /C5597 56 
THIRD ANCLE_PROJECTION 
6.0 RADIUS 
FOR EXPLANATION OF DIMEN5I0NS.N0TES.SYMB0L5 etc..SEE B.S.308 . 
2 K 45" CHAMFER 
4 HOLES 3.3 DIA 




PER UNIT 1 







TOLERANCE EXCEPT WHERE 
OTHERWISE STATED: 
± 0.5 
DO NOT SCALE 
AMENDMENT ISSUE DATE 







INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHIC SCIENCES 
TITLE 
PCS BRACKET 
DRAWING No. DETAIL 
I .0 .S . /C5597 56 
USED ON 






DRAWING No . DETAIL 
I . 0 .S . /C5597 57 
T H I R D A N G L E P R O J E C T I O N FOR E X P L A N A T I O N OF DIMENSIONS.NOTES,SYMBOLS e t c . . S E E B . S . 3 0 8 . 
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DRAWING No. DETAIL 
I .0 .S , /C5597 60 
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DRAWING No. - DETTAJL 
I.O.Sy C5597 61 THIRD ANGLE P R O J E C T i n N FDR EDCPLANATUON OF DJMENS]DNS,NDTES,SYMBOLS e t c , S E E B ^ 3 0 8 . 
USED ON 
n a DIA, W L L T f f 3 /4 -16UNF [ 
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THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION 
20 
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3 2 4 
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FDR EXPLANATION OF DIMENSIONS.NDTES.SYMBOLS e t c . , S E E B.S.308. 
8 RADJ] 
, 3.0 
REMOVE A L L BURRS AND SHARP EDGES UNLESS STATED OTHERWISE 
MATERIAL 
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PROTECTIVE F IN ISH TOLERANCE EXCEPT WHERE 
OTHERWISE STATED' 
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USED ON 




N T T I M H I N S 
DRAWING No, D E T A I L 
I .D.Sy C5597 63 
THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION FOR EXPLANATION OF DIMENSIONS,NOTES,SYMBOLS e t c , S E E B.S.308. 
MATERIAL P R O T E C T I V E F I N I S H TOLERANCE EXCEPT WHERE 




PER UNIT ] No.OFF 
DIMENSIONS IN n.n. SCALE DO NOT SCALE 











T I T L E 
C.P.U, HOUSING BOX 
DRAWING No, DETAIL 








DRAWING, No. DETAIL 
I . 0 .S . /C5597 64 THIRDANGLEPROJECTION FOR EXPLANATION OF DIMENSIONS,NOTES,SYMBOLS etc..SEE B.S.308. 
MATERIAL 
ALUMINIUM ALLOY 
H E - 3 0 
No.OFF 
PER UNIT 1 
24 HOLES 6.6 DIA. M HOLES 24.5 MA. 
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DIMENSIONS IN m . m . 







TOLERANCE EXCEPT WHERE 
OTHERWISE STATED: 
± 0 . 5 
DO NOT SCALE 
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AMENDkiENT ISSUE D A I E AMENDMENT ISSUE DATE 
CERTIFIED 1 7-5—91 
INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHIC SCIENCES 
TITLE 
C.P.U. HOUSING LID 
DRAWING No. DETAIL 
I . 0 . S . / C 5 5 9 7 64 
USED ON 
DRAWING No. DETAIL 
LO.S, / C 5 5 9 7 6 5 
-<)-
( ) -
THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION FDR EXPLANATION OF DIMENSIONS.NOTES^SYMBOLS e t c . , S E E B.S.308, 
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$ — 
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PROTECTIVE F I N I S H TOLERANCE EXCEPT WHERE 
OTHERWISE STATED' 
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DO NOT SCALE 
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DRAWING No. DETAIL 
I ,0 ,S , /C5597 65 DIMENSIONS IN n.n. SCALE 
SIZE C 
USED ON 




N T T I H H I N S 
DRAWING No, DETAIL 
I.O.S./ C5597 66 THIRD ANGLE PROJFCTinN FOR EXPLANATION OF DIMENSIONS,NOTES,SYMBOLS etc.,SEE B,S.308r 
325 
1.5 BOND RAD]] 
/ 
g 
20 HOLES 4.5 DM 
2 HOLE: 6.6 DIR. 






DIMENSIONS IN n.n. 
SIZE C 





TOLERANCE EXCEPT WHERE 
OTHERWISE STATED' CRAVING RE-NUMBERED. WAS C 5 5 9 7 4 6 2 ]0-6-9j 
±0.5 AMENDMENT ISSUE DATE AMENDMENT ISSUE DATE 
CERTIFIED 1 1 3 - 5 - 9 1 
INSTITUTE OF 3CEANDGRAPHIC SCIENCES 
DO NOT SCALE 
TITLF 
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DRAWING No. DETAIL 
I , 0 ,S . /C5597 66 
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35.0 DIA.X3.0 DEEP 
120 0 
4a0, %5p 
8 HOLES 4.2 DIA. & 
TAP M5x0.8 
2 SETS OF 4 HOLES 5.5 DIA. & 
C SX 90 .10 0 DW. ON U/9IDE 
L . . 
6 HOLES [3 EACH END] 
12 DEEP TO D.P..& TAP MSxO.B 
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DRAWING No. DETAIL 
I . 0 . S . / C 5 5 9 7 6 8 
THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION FOR EXPLANATION OF DIMENSIONS.NOTES,SYMBOLS etc..SEE B.S.308. 
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No.OFF TOTAL 
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DRAWING No. DETAIL 









DRAWING No. DETAIL 
I . 0 .S . /C5597 69 
THIRD ANCLE PROJECTION FOR EXPLANATION OF DIMENSIONS.NOTES,SYMBOLS etc. ,SEE B.S.308. 
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TOLERANCE EXCEPT WHERE 
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No.OFF 
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TOTAL 
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USED ON 
DRAWING No. DETAIL 
I . 0 . S . / C 5 5 9 7 70 






2 HOLES 6.6 DIA. & 




4 CUT-OUTS. 6 RADIUS 
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TOTAL 
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DO NOT SCALE 
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DRAWING No. DETAIL 
I . 0 .S . /C5597 70 
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DRAWING No. DETAIL 
I . 0 . S . / C 5 5 9 7 71 
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TOLERANCE EXCEPT WHERE 
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TITLE 
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DRAWING No. DETAIL 




DRAWING No. DETAIL 
I . 0 . S . / C 5 5 9 7 72 
THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION 
280 
FOR EXPLANATION OF DIMENSIONS.NOTES.SYMBOLS etc..SEE B.S.308. 









4 HOLES 5.5 DIA. 
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TOLERANCE EXCEPT WHERE 
OTHERWISE STATED: 
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ARGOS MOUNTING PLATE' 
DRAWING No. DETAIL 








DRAWING No. DETAIL 
I . O . S . / C 5 5 9 7 7 3 
THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION 
224 
FOR EXPLANATION OF DIMENSIONS,NOTES,SYMBOLS etc..SEE B.S,30B. 
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4 HOLES 5.5 DIA. 
214.0 
REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES UNLESS STATED OTHERWISE 
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TITLE 
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DRAWING No. DETAIL 
L 0 . S . / C 5 5 9 7 73 
SIZE C 
USED ON 
DRAWING No. DETAIL 
I . 0 . S . / C 5 5 9 7 74 
THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION FOR EXPLANATION OF DIMENSIONS.NOTES.SYMBOLS etc..SEE B.S.308. 
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TOTAL 
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DO NOT SCALE 
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CERTIFIED 
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INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHIC SCIENCES 
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DRAWING No. DETAIL 





MAWC No DEIAI 
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CD 
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MATERIAL 
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TOLERANCE EXCEPT WERE 
OTHERMSE STATED 
DO NOT SCALE 
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INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHIC SCIENCES 
BATTERY P I L L A R - A 
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I . 0 . S . / C 5 5 9 7 7 5 
SIZE B 
DRAWNC No DDAIl 
I.O.S./ C 5 5 9 7 7 6 
THIRD ANCLE PROJECTION FOR EXPUNATION OF DIM[NAONS,NOTT:S.5M!]OLS CK./ZE B.S.30: 
5.0 DIA. H0LEx20 DEEP TO D.P. 
& TAP tvlGxl AT EACH END 












TOLERANCE EXCEPT WERE 
OTHERWISE STATED-
ISSUE DATL AMENDWEN' ISSUE DATE 
INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGR.APHIC SCIENCES 
BATTERY P ! L L A R - B 
DRAMKC No. DETAIL 
I . O . S . / C 5 5 9 7 7 6 
o/w#. mys 
orammc n; ocial 
I 0 . S . / C 5 5 9 7 77 
-miRn ANCLE PROJFC-nON FOR EXPlANATiON OF DiUEN&ONS.NOn:S.S^mBOLS oit- SCE B.S.30B 
4.2 DIA. HOLExlG DEEP TO D.P. 









PROTECm^  FMSH 
ANOOISE 
No-OFF 
PER UMT 8 
TOTAL 
No-OrT 
OMENSKINS IN mm. SCALE 
REMO^  ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES UNIZSS STATED OmRMSE 
TOLERANCE EXCEPT WERE 
OTHERMSE STATED 
DO NOT SCALE 
INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHIC SQENCES 
k/IOUNTING PLATE PILLAR 
DRAWNC ho. DETAIL 
I . 0 . S V C 5 5 9 7 7 7 
SIZE 8 
MAWWO SO, BCTRC 




fo# txpuwxtjoh op ommtmwmncwnmou #*#_*« mjo& 
8 ram 
5 equal pitches of 8<8-42<0 
18 SETS OF 2 HOLES M LfNE. 
I M S SIDE D1A. A FIHED MTH 
M5x0.8<1D LONG HEU-COIL INSERTS. 
5 j DtA. ON UNDERSIDE 
40 EQUAL PITCHES OF J 8 . 0 - J 4 Z 0 8 HOLES 2 4 . 5 DtA & GPOTFACED 
3 2 . 0 DIA. SURFAOE F M S H TO BE 0 ^ 
2 HOLES 2 0 j DIA & GPOTFAOED 
2 6 . 0 M A . SURFACE FINISH TO BE 0 ^ 
OMWOM* M "un. 
ALL WELDED CONSTRUCTION 
'DWENSION BEFORE WACHINIHG 
WtBOve Ag BOURS AWD !g<AW» CD0C3 OWXaS BTAfCD OTMtiWSS 
tseut tun amcntmoit CERjytO 
INSnT l fTE OF OCEANOGRAPHO S C f E ] j R = ^ 
jmsm^ bpx "ttnw to.iy&gfl? 
USED ON 
DRAWIG No. DETAIL 
I . 0 . S . / C 5 5 9 7 7 9 
THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION FOR EXPLANATION OF DtMENSIONS.NOTZS,SYMBOLS etc..SEE B,S.308. 
8 RADl 
8 EQUAL PITOHES OF 84.8-424.C 
18 HOLES DLA. 
O / N o . W / S ' 
MATERIAL PROTECTIVE FINISH 




DRAWN PER UNIT 1 No.OFF 
N m M M f N S DIMENSIONS IN m.m. SCALE 
SIZE C 
REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES UNLESS STATED OTHERWISE 
TOLERANCE EXCEPT WHERE 
OTHERWISE STATED: 
j : 0.5 
DO NOT SCAUE 
AMENDMENT ISSUE DATE amendment 
TITLE 
CERTIFIED ^ 
I N S - m U T E O F O C E A N O G R A P H I C S C I E N C E S 
ISSUE DATE 
1 9 - 6 - 9 1 
J U N C T I O N B O X U D 
DRAWING No. DETAIL 
I . 0 . S . / C 5 5 9 7 7 9 
USED ON 
DRAWtNG No. DETTAn. 
I . 0 . S . / C 5 5 9 7 . 8 0 
THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION FOR EXPLANATION OF DWENSIONS.NOTtS,SYMBOLS e l c . S E t B.S.308. 
2g_ 
I B H O L E S 8 01 A. 
400 
8 R A D U 
E Q U A L P I T C H E S OF 6 4 . 8 = 4 2 4 . 0 
MATERIAL 





PER UNIT 2 
TOTAL 
No.OFF DRAWN 
NTTIMM/NS DIMENSIONS IN m.m. SCALE 
REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES UNLESS STATTD OTHERWISE 
SIZE C 
TOLERANCE EXCEPT WHERE 
OTHERWISE STATED: 
DO NOT SCALE 
AMENDMENT ISSUE DATE AMENDMENT 
CERTIFIED 
INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHIC SCIENCES 
ISSUE DATE 
TITLE 
JUNCTION BOX CASKET 
DRAWING No. DETAn. 
I . 0 . S . / C 5 5 9 7 8 0 
oriai 
r.05./c55a7 b1 mm) amu pgcfomb FD8 trPLAMXDOB OP OlM£VSU3M^XOTCS3WB>XS >rtc«SCT BJ5JS0&. 
= i « = = ~ 
3) 
^ = = — 
r i i 1 \ 
^ V 
^ J 
MAmum. gwimom atum 
kp&t , 
DWCKEUXrt M mjn. 
mtoltflw fwh 
woooe 
mom aq buws wd skwf kooq ohus mayri othqwa 
00 wm scaif 
INYDTinE OF OOEANOGRAPHIO SOENOC 





DRAWING No. DETAIL 
I . 0 . S . / C 5 5 9 7 8 2 
THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION FOR EXPLANATION OF DIMENSIONS.NOTES.SYMBOLS etc^SEE B.S,308. 
4 HOLES [2 EACH END] 3.3 DIA. 
X 15 DEEP TO D.P. & TAPPED 
W4y0.7 
4J2_0 












TOLERANCE EXCEPT WHERE 
OTHERWISE STATED: 
± 0.5 
DO NOT SCALE 
AMENDMENT ISSUE DATE AMENDMENT 
CERTIFIED 
ISSUE DATE 
4 - 7 - B 1 
I N S T I T U T E O F O C E A N O G R A P H I C S C I E N C E S 
TITLE 
P C B C H A S S I S B A R 
DRAWING No. DETAIL 
I . 0 . S . / C 5 5 9 7 8 2 







DRAWING No. DETAIL 
I . 0 .S . /C5597 83 
THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION FOR EXPLANATION OF DIMENSIONS.NOTES,SYMBOLS etc..SEE B.S.308. 
2 SETS OF 4 HOLES 4.5 DIA. & EQUALLY 
SPACED AROUND THE PERIPHERY & 
SPOTFACE 8.0 DIA. 
0.4 RADIUS ON HOLE EDGES 
SECTION X> 
101.6 O.DIA, TUBE 
REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES UNLESS STATED OTHERWISE 
MATERIAL 
ALUMINIUM ALLOY 
H E - 3 0 
No.OFF 
PER UNIT 1 






TOLERANCE EXCEPT VIMERE 
OTHERWISE STATED: 
± 0 . 5 
DO NOT SCALE 
SIZE C 
AMENDMENT ISSUE DATE 
15" CHAMFERS ADDED TO TUBE C'BORES 
4 H O L E S r o t a t e d 4 5 " 
AMENDMENT 
CERTIFIED 
INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHIC SCIENCES 
ISSUE 
9 - 8 - 9 1 
1 7 - 7 - 9 1 
DATE 
5 - 7 - 9 1 
TITLE COUPASS HOUSING BODY DRAWING No. DETAIL I . 0 .S . /C5597 83 
USED ON 
0/No, W/S 
DRAWING No, DETAIL 
I . 0 . S . / C 5 5 9 7 8 4 
THIRD ANGLE PROJECnON 
ENGRAVE 'N' 5 HIGH & UNES 
0 . 5 W O E , T H E N R L L B L A C K 
FOR EXPLANATION OF DtMENSIONS.NOTES,SYMBOLS etc,,SEE B.S.30B. 
220 
3 HOLES 23,0 DIA. TAPPED M24x1 & 
SPOTFACED 32.0 DIA % 0,5 DEEP, 
SPACED AS SHOWN ON 50.0 P.CD. 
RELIEVE THREADS FDR DEPTH OF 1.6 
4 HOLES 3 J DIA x 15 DEEP TD D.P. & TAPPED 
M4x0.7, EQUALLY SPACAED AROUND THE PERIPHERY 
2 X 45" CHAMFER SECTION XX 
REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES UNLESS STATED OTHERWISE 
MATERIAL PROTECTIVE FINISH TOLERANCE E)(CEPT WHERE 
ALUUINIUW ALLOY ' ANODISE OTHERWISE STATED: 
HE-30 
± 0.6 
No. OFF TOTAL 
PER UNIT 1 No.OFF 




AMENDMENT ISSUE DATE 
T H R E A D S R E U E V E D F D R D E P T H OF 1 . 5 






INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHIC SCIENCES 
TITLE 
CON/IPASS HOUSING CAP 
DRAWING No. DETAIL 




DRAWING No. DE7AfL 
I . 0 . S . / C 5 5 9 7 8 5 
THIRD ANCLE PROJECTION FOR EXPLANATION OF DIMENSIONS.NOIES,SYMBOLS a1cL.SEE B.S.308. 
2 x 45" a 
9K n 
4 HOLES DIA X 15 DEEP TD O.P. & TAPPED 
M4x0.7, EQUALLY SPACAED AROUND THE PERIPHERY 
J 
4 HOLES 7.0 DIA X 15 DEEP TO D.P., 
EQUALLY SPACED ON 82.0 P.CD. 
SECHON XX 
4 HOLES 4.2 DIA x 16 DEEP TD D.P. k TAPPED MSxD.i 
EQUALLY SPACED ON GO.O PCD ON UNDER3DE 
REMOVE A l l BUTWS AND SHARP EDGES UNLESS STATED OTHERWISE 







N m M M J N S 
No.OFF 
PER UNIT 1 






TOLERANCE EXCEPT WHERE 
OTHERWISE STATED: 
± 0.5 
DO NOT SCALE 
AMENDMENT ISSUE DATE 






I N S T I T U T E O F O C E A N O G R A P H I C S C I E N C E S 
TITLE 
C O U P A S S H O U S I N G B A S E 
DRAWING No. 
I . O . S . / C 5 5 9 7 
DETTAfL 
8 5 
S I Z E C 
USED ON 
DRAWING No. DETAIL 
I . 0 . S . / C 5 5 9 7 8 6 
THIRD A N G L E P R O J E C T I O N FOR EXPLANATION OF DtMENSIONS.NOTES,SYMBOLS atc^SEE B.S.308. 




6 HOLES 5.5 DIA. & C'SKL 90" TO 
10 DIA., EQUALLY SPACED ON 40.0 PCD 
















TOLERANCE EXCEPT WHERE 
OTHERWISE STATED: 
i 0.5 
DO NOT SCALE 




I N S T I T U T E O F O C E A N O G R A P H I C S C I E N C E S 
TITLE 
L I F T I N G E Y E B O S S 
DRAWING No. DETAJL 
I . 0 . S . / C 5 5 9 7 8 6 
S I Z E C 
6 , 7 0 - 6 . 6 5 DW 
1.3 WDE X 2 DEEP SLOT 
4,2 MDE X 1 DEEP GROOVE 
3 . 3 5 - 3 . 3 0 DIA 
6-32LnVC THREAD 





eraovBto BUWB #* swv teres imjess HArro oTHeRwss 
qsw wit aouem 
WSDTUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHIC SOkMCES 
COMPASS BOLT 
i awmcik 5nar 
I U )^ /C5597 87 
3.8 DIA HOLT 
&odw 
oeckil 
bctkm at mwmm wo shaw gpces wjess siatto ommg 
I oranaois w w . 
aa/t cuic mmion 
INSHTU E OF OCEANOGRAPHY SOkNCFS 
COUPASS SPACER 
SIZE 8 
DRAWING No. DETAIL 
I . 0 . S . / C 5 5 9 7 8 9 
Tl-iIRD ANGLE PROJECTION 
UFED ON 
FOR EXPLANATION OF DIMENSIONS.NOTES,SYMBOLS etc^SEE B.S.308. 
62.0 
6 HOLES 6 .6 DIA EQUALLY 
SPACED ON 55 .0 P L ] 
17.5 DIA HOLE TAPPED J/4- l6UNr 
0 'No. W/S 
ro 
3 X 45 ' C4AMFER 
1 X 4-,- CHAMFER 
GZO 






MATERIAL PROTECTIVE FtNISI- TOLERANCE EXCEPT WHERE 




PER UNIT 1 No.OFF 
DIMENSIONS tN m.m. SCALE 1:1 DO NOT SCALE 





S I Z E C 




I N S I I T U - E O F O C E A N O G R A P H I C S C I E N C E S 
TITLE 
P R E S S U R E R E U E F H O U S I N G 
DRAWING No. DETTAJI. 
I . O . S . / C 5 b 9 7 8 9 
USED ON 
DRAWING No. 




THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION 
16.8 A/F 
Z5 spher ica l RADIUS 
FOR EXPLANATION OF DtMENSIONS.NOTES,SYMBOLS etcx,SEE B.S.308. 
135.0 
M10 X 1.5 THREAD 
2.0 RADIUS 
1.0 X 4 r CHAMFER 
SECTION XX 
132.0 
REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES UNLESS STATED OTHERWISE 
< < 
a o Q 







PER UNIT 2 




SCALE 2; 1 
TOLERANCE EXCEPT WHERE 
OTHERWISE STATED: 
± 0.1 
DO NOT SCALE 
AMENDMENT ISSUE DATE 
R E - D R A W N OH COMPUTER 
AMENDMENT 
CERTIFIED 
INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHIC SCIENCES 
TITLE 
BODY. AIR TElviPERATURE SENSOR 
ISSUE DATE 
DRAWING No. DETAIL 




DRAWING No. DCTAJL 
.O.S./ 5597 91 
THIRD ANGIE PROJECTION FOR EXPLANATION OF DIMENSIONS,NOTES.SYMBOLS elc^SEE B.S.308. 
4 HOLES 6.5 DIA 
EQUl-SPACED ON 75.0 PCD 
60.0 DIA HOLE 
90.0 DIA 10 




4 0 / 5 0 IRHD 
TRACED 
No. OFF 
PER UNIT 1 





TOLERANCE EXCEPT VMERE 
OTHERWISE STATED: 
± 1.0 
DO NOT SCALE 
AMENDMENT ISSUE DATE 





INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHIC SCIENCES 
TITLE 
GASKET 
DRAWING No. DETAIL 




DRAWING No. DETAIL 
I .0 .S . / 5597 92 
THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION FOR EXPLANATION OF DIMENSIONS,NOTES.SYMBOUS etc^SEE B.S.308. 
60.0 DIA HOLE 6 HOLES 6.3 DIA 
EQUI-SPACED ON 93.0 PCD 
108.0 DIA i O 
REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES UNLESS STATED OTHERWISE 
MATERIAL PROTECTIVE FINISH TOLERANCE EXCEPT WHERE 
SYNTHETIC RUBBER OTHERWISE STATED; 
4 0 / 5 0 IRHD 
± 1.0 
No. OFF TOTAL 
PER UNIT 2 No.OFF 
DIMENSIONS IN m.m. SCALE 1:1 DO NOT SCALE 
CHECKED 
TRACED 
AMENDUENT ISSUE DATE 




INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHIC SCIENCES 
TITLE 
GASKET 
DRAWING No. DETAJL 
I .O.S./ 5597 92 
SIZE C 
DRAmNC No. 
L 0 . S V 5 5 9 7 
DETAfL 
94 
THfRn ANGIF PROJECHON FDR EXPLANATION OF DWENSlONS.N0TES,SYM80LS etc.,SEE B.S.308. 
3 E0UI-4PACED OROCMS 
6 HOLO 4 j OU * "UfPCD 
* 0.8. EOW- PACED ON 910 POO i.e woe act * w 
2 SETS OF 2 HOlO IN 
BOTTOM ONES DI& & TAPPED M4 : 0.7 
TOP ONES 4J DUk & 030KED 7 J OUl 
* HOlfS U UA. paced on aua 
LO * 4 f 
3 HOLES 6 j 01* & eOl^  
mPACED ON #6.0 PCO 
18 OIA HOLE * 10.0 DEEP TO 
DP & WPED M3 * Oj 
MAS( OFV #MRE AN00I9N0 
O/Ho. W/S 
W2* « 1 THREAD. OTBORED 
DL& m 3 j DKP 
REUOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES UNLESS STATED 0THERW5E 
MATERIAL 
ALUMMUW ALLOY 
HE 30 WP 
NO.0FF 
PER UNT 1 





TDIERANK EXCEPT WERE 
OTHERWISE STATED: 
DO NOT SCALE 
AUENDUEKT ISSUE DATE AMENDMfK 
ng cnaiTWi tm < 
IISSUE IDATE 
INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHIC SCIENCES 
TITLE 
t- SST END C A P - T O P 
DRAMNC No 







DRAWING No. DETAIL 
I . 0 . S . / 5 5 9 7 96 
THIRD A N G L E P R O J E C n O N FOR E3(PLANAT10N OF DIMENSI0NS.N0TES.SYMB0L5 etc^SEE B.S.308. 
2.20 
3 HOLES 18.0 DIA EOLfl-SPACED 
ON 96.0 PCD & SLOTTED TO O.DIA 
6 HOLES 5.5 DIA. EOUI-
SPACED ON B2.0 PCD 
1 3 0 
6.0 
1.0 X 45" 





17.5 DIA HOLE & 
TAPPED M20 % 1.5 
REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES UNLESS STATED OTMERMSE 
MATERIAL PROTECTIVE FINISH TOlfRANCE EXCEPT WHERE 
POLYPROPYLENE OTHERWISE STATED: 
± 0.1 
No.OFF TOTAL 
PER UNIT 1 No.OFF 
DIMENSIONS tN m.m. SCALE 1:1 DO NOT SCALE 
AUENDUENT ISSUE DATE 
R E - D R A B N ON OOMPLTrn? 
AMENDMENT 
CERTIFIED 
INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHIC SCIENCES 
ISSUE DATI 
2 8 - 1 1 - 9 1 
TITLE 
TOP HAT-SST 
DRAWING No. DETAIL 
I .O.S./ 5597 96 
SIZE C 
DRAWING No. DETAIL 
I .O.S./ 5597 97 
USED ON 
THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION FOR EXPLANATION OF DtMENSIONS.NOTES,SYMBOLS etc^SEE B.S.30B. 
0/No. W/S 
6 HOLES 5.0 DIA & TAPPED M6 x 1 





s z z : 
2 HOLES IN LINE 1 3 DIA & 
C SK 90" TO 6.7 DIA 
WELD 
a : 
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / r z z 









HE 30 WP 
No. OFF 
PER UNIT 





TOLERANCE EXCEPT WHERE 
OTHERWISE STATED: 
± 0.4 
DO NOT SCALE 
AMENDMENT ISSUE DATE 
RE-DRAWN ON COMPUTER 
AMENDMENT 
CERTIFIED WAS DETAIL 2a 
ISSUE DATE 
INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHIC SCIENCES 
TITLE 
DCP ANTENNA TUBE BASE 
DRAWING No. DETAIL 
I.O.S./ 5597 97 
SIZE C 
oramnc nc. dom. ; 
I .O .S . / 05587 lOOl 
THRO ANGLE PROJECTION FCR EXPLWimiOR OF aMENSON5jmna.SYllBOlS .tf .TF &sjoa. 
1 h o ^ d m ^ 0 1&5 




0 4-4-. 0 
0 60.0 
1 
' 69 .50 
i 78.00 
0 115.0 
3 holes on 96 
equi-spaced 
d r u 0 &5 
water al POLYPROPYLENE 
K M O % A l l BURRS AND SHARP EDOS ONLESS STATED OTHERWSE 
PROTICTl\g FWSA I mfRANCE EXCEPT *Gt& 
0THEBW3E STATEDi i I m j n . 
J( = ± .4m.m. 
NO.0FF 
mbwt 2, 
IDMEBSCWS IN m j o . 
SIZE 8 
roan-
.XX = ± I m j n . 
DO NOT SCALE 
AUENDUEN7 amomwekt 
INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHjC SCIENCES 
r '^ top ha t fo r buoy tube^ip^/r^'^o? 
RAMNC No. 
0.S./C5S97 101 
TWRD ANGLE PROJECDON FW DPLANfOOR OF DMO(90.f5JmTO.SYMBOLS # t L . S S 8 5 ^ 3 
8 HOLE": EOUI-SPACED ON 
90 P.C.O.DRILL 0 11 
0 115.0 
0 45.0 
0 3 2 5 
BEWOYE A l l BURRS AND SHARP EDGES QNIESS STATED OTHGMSE 
PROFEMVE FMSH 
A N O D 
N A T b l - I 
cw mc acm 
waiermi 
A L ALLOY 
TDLERANCE EXCEPT W K E 
OTHEMQE MATtDi ± Im jn . 
ISSUE iDfTE 4m. m. wwmuent GSUE DATE AMENDWEM he-jo-vf) (RACED 
± imjn No.OfF PEE UNT INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHiC SCIENCES draw 
8_H. 101 
DBMNC No 
L0.S./C5597 UFllNG GUIDE. QME5S%QNS W ouo. 00 NOT SCALE 
SIZE 8 
U3ED ON 
DRAMNC No. DEJm. 
l 0 . s . / c^7 102 M R O A N C L f PROJECTION fwdpuwrkw** 







1 ;^ x 3/4^0 bore. 
lo/##. 
ichecked 
KMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDCCS 0NLE5S EIA TD OTHERWSE 
uattma 







N O N E . 
TOTAL 
r&oft 
OIUEBSKWS W CUD. I SCAlf 
miERANCE EXCEPT *HB%E OTHCETWSE STATED: ± l/ojrn. 
X •= ± .4m.m. 
.XX = ± . Imjn, 
DO NOT SCALE 
ESUE OAJl AMEXDWEM llSSUt Dfit 
insthtute OF OCEANOGRAPHIC SCIENCES 
l i fung BAR. i 10^/55597 
size b 
RAMNC No. DOM. 
&/c^a97 10j FDR EXPLANfTlOm OF [XMENSONSjmTES.SYMBOLS etc_Sa B^SJOa. hjrd angle projecoon 
USED ON 
2 8 . 8 7 SCREW 1 / 4 8.S.F 
28.11 
ON ASSY DRILL 0 4 . 6 THRO 
BOTH WALLS.AND REAM TO 
SUIT DETAIL 04.71GHT KEYING 





TOfRANCE EXCEPT WHERE 
0THEM3E ^ TED: ± Imjn. 
DATE I AMENDMENT ± .4m.m. AUENDKNT 316-516. 
?aced ± .imjti. [NSirnJTE OF OCEANOGRAPWC SCIENCES 
iii! liwuin'jul DBfWNC No. DETAIL l0.s./c5597 103 u m n g bar e}jd no NOT E 
size 8 
DRAMNB No. OEm. 
I.0.S./C5597 104 THfRO ANGLE PROJECTION FDR EXPLANfOOm OF D(MENS0NS.NDTES.SYM80LS ,tn_SS 8J. 308. 
4 /kia (:5/'i6) i^cww 








DIWEBSONS W BUB. 





TOLERANCE EXCEPT W « E 
otheew^  statedi ± tfojn. 
J, •= ± .4fn.m. 
•XX =• ± .ImjTi. 
00 NOT SCALE 
awaouent ssue daje akaxombfl 
INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHIC SCIENCES 
MN. l%!^c5597 ^^4 
SEE B 
DRAJJNB No, DSrsiL 
l . 0 . S . / C ^ 7 105 
THIRD ANGlf PROJECTION FDR EXPUNSHOH OF DlMaraONSJTOItS^ TOBOLS nk^ SBc. B^OS. 
3 HOLES EQUI-5PACED ON 










PER UMT 2. 
DAKBSONS M oun. 
proiecmc fmsr 
SCALE ( ; I 
roi£RANCE EXCEPT SHERE 
OTHEBWSE SUIEDi ± Irom 
J< = ± .4m.m. 
.xx ± - I m j n . 
DO NOT SCALE 
SSUE D l^AMENDMtHT 
CESTIHED 
nkthtute of oceanograpwc 5cences 
TOP HAT SPACER. DEAMNG No. DETAIL L0 .S . /C5587 105 
SIZE 8 
USED ON 
0 / N o . W/S 
DRAWING No. DETAIL 
I . 0 .S . /C5597 106. 
t h i r d a n g l e p r o j e c n o f t FOR EXPLANAHON OF DtMENSIONS.NOTES,SYMBOLS eto..SEE B.S.308. 
4 .8 (3 /1^ . 
5.00 
1100 
3 HOLES EQUI-SPACED ON 18200 
P.CJD.DFULL 0 5 AND TAP M6X1. 
tmo 
3 HOLES EQLn-SPACED ON 18200 
4 9 . 0 0 P.C.D.DRnjL # 6.3. 
60.00 
ADDmONAL DRnjJNG DATA. 
4 HOLES (A)DRILL 0 2.5 AND TAP M3X-5. 
16 HOLES (B)DRILL 0 3.5. 








PER UNIT 1. 
TOTAL 
No.OFF 
DIMENSIONS IN m.m. SCALE 





TOLERANCE EXCEPT WHERE 
OTHERWISE STATED; + / - 1 m j n . 
Jf=+/—.4m.n-L 
joc=-+/- .1mjn. 
DO NOT SCALE 
AMENDMENT isslfe DATE AMENDMENT 
CERTIFIED 
ISSUE DATE 
1 3 / 1 1 / 5 % 
INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHIC SCIENCES 
titie FLUXGATE COUNTING PLATE. DRAWING No. DETATL I .0 .S. /C5597 106. 
SIZE C 
USED ON 





DRAVmC ,No. DETAIL 
I . 0 . S . / C 5 5 9 7 107. THIRD ANGLE PRO^JFCTinN FOR EXPLANATION OF DIMENSIONS,NOTES,SYMBOLS 8to..SEE B.S.308. 
3 . 2 ( 1 / 8 ) . 
6 holes drrj. * 3.5. 
o 
d n 
3 HOLES EQUI-SPACED ON 182.00 
P.C.D.DRILL 0 6.3. 




PER U N n 1 . 






REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES UNLESS STATED OTHERWISE 
TOLERANCE EXCEPT WHERE 
OTHERWISE STATED: 1m.m. 
10= + / - . 4m jTL 
100=+/—.ItTLm. 
DO NOT SCALE 
AMENDMENT ISSUE DATE AMENDMENT 
CERTIFIED 
TITLE 
INSTITU'IE OF OCEANOGRAPHIC SCIENCES 
ISSUE DATE 
PROTECTOR PLATE. DRAWING No. DETAIL I .0 .S. /C5597 107. 
No. DEWL 
C5597 108 






j = j 
T i 
0 M6X1.U'CUT 2 WIDE 
2 HOLES DIAMFTnRICALLY 
OPPOSED DRILL 0 3.5 
1 HOLE DRU± 9 5 X 16 
DEEP TO DP.AND TAP M6X1. 
0 12.7 ( 1 / ^ . 
REMOVE A l l BURRS AND StARP E X E S U N U 3 S 5 1 * % D ( n H 5 m G E 
oexed 
MAIERAL 




4 [ - 3 0 - * P . 
D R A « 
SIZE 
N&OFF 
PER IMTT 3 . 
OUENSmNS W BUD. 
CHROMIC ACfD. 
t%bnwceehzpt#h8c 
0THERM3E STATED: ± i r u n j 
.X = ± .4m.m-
.XX = :k J rn jn . 




fNSlTUTF OF OCEANOGRAPHIC SC[E};CES 
BOARD SPACER 1. d^ wns i c 
I .O.S. /05591 
D T W . 108 
USED ON 
0/k& #/s 
PRAMNC No. DEIWL 
I . 0 .S . /C5587 108. 






0 UGXI.U'CUT 2 WIDE 
2 HOLES DIAfvlETRICALLY 
OPPOSED DRILL (& 3.5 
1 H O ^ DRILL 0 5 X 1 6 
DEEP TO DP,AND TAP M6X1. 
P 12.7 ( 1 / 2 ) . 











TOURANCE EXCEPT WHERE 
amERWOE SIATQk ± V w n . 
.X ± .4m.m. 
.XX = ± . I m j n . 
DO NOT SOAIE 
AUENOMENT GSUE DAJE AMENDMENT 
CERnFlED 
ISSUE DATE 
INSTITUTr o r GCEANOGRAPHIC bfCNCFS 
BOARD SPACER 2. 
,"^^'85587 
size b 
ORAMNC No. DETAIL 
I .0 .S. /C5597 n o 
THIRD ANGlf PROJECTION 
o 
o 
rO (d o 
o 
d 
I f ) (o 
CM 
0 IW6)<1.U'CUT 2 VMCW: 
n 
1 h o ^ d r h o s x 1 6 
[)ei]3 ino [dp.aj^d t/up w6x1. 
2 H O L E S D I A M E T R I C A L L Y 
c ^ p o s m o m l l o ^ 5 
0 1 2 . 7 ( 1 / 2 ) . 






no.0ff PER um 3. 





TOlfRANCE EXCEPT W B E 
.X = ± •4m.m. 
.XX = ± . Im jn . 
DO NOT SOALE 
tSSUE DAIE I A U E N O a R r 
CERTMED 
ISSUE DATE 
INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHiC SCIENCES 
TITLE B O A R D S P A C E R 3 . DIWWNG No. D E I A l I .Q.S. /C5597 110 
SIZE 8 
PRASVING No. DEIAH I 
I .0 .S. /C5597 111 I 








0 M G X I . U ' C U T 2 WIDE 
BOTH ENDS. 
2 HOLES DIAWEIRICALLY 
OPPOSED DRILL 0 3.5 
0 127 0 / 2 % 
0/#a #/5 




H E - 3 0 - W P . 
0RAB4 
b.h. 
no.0ff per ur 
uwensmns in oud. 
protecn^  fms4 
ANOOISE 
CHROMIC ACID. 
TOLBtANCE EXCEPT WBRE 
OTHERWaE STATED: ± Im. 
.X = ± .4m.rrL 
.XX = ± . Imjn . 
DO NOT 50ALE 
ijnf 
1 AMEMDWENT ESUE DAJE AMENDWENT ISSUE DATE 
CERTMED 1. »/u /w 
INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHIC SCIENCES 
BOARD SPACER 4. 
SIZE B 
DRAWNB No. DEXAl 
L 0 ^ / C 5 5 9 7 112 
















2 HOLES DIAMErmiCALLY 
OPPOSED DRILL 0 3.5 
0 12.7 (1//2). 






PER UWT 3 . 




TOLfRANCE EXCEPT # H 8 C 
.X = ± .4m.rrL 
.XX = ± . In^nh 
oohorsoue 
ESUE DAJE A&emWEKT 
CERTIFIED t. a/o/k 
niSMTUTE OF (X3LWN0GRAftUC SCmONCES 




RAMNC N . D F I A I 
.OS./ 0^:1597 113 
THRn ^NClf PROJECION 
3 HC)LES [HRILL 0 :L5 /U4D 













3 ^ 0 9 ^ 0 




fsotecn^  =wsh 
ANODISE 





per uwt 4. dmensons in uud. 
CHROMIC AOD. 
TODMNCE EXCEPT WERE 
ODE-WOE 5IATED: 1 I m m . 
.X 
.XX = ± . Imjn. 
not soaie 
GSUE D A I t AMEWMEVT ISSUE DATE 
(NSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHjC SCfE}4CES 
GYRO -OARD SPACER. DiWWNG No DEIAL L 0 . S . / C 5 o 9 " 1 3 
SIZE B 
No. DFm 
I . 0 S . / C 5 5 9 7 114 




SPACED ON 69.00 
P.C.D.DRILL 0 4.4. 
POSTM AS SHOWN. 
o 
o 








2 HOUES DRHJ_ 0 3.3 




4 HOLES DRl l 0 
2.5X15 DEEP TO DP 










PER um 1. DRAW 







TOLERANCE EXCEPT *HB?E 
OlHEFWlSe STATED: ± Iraj 
.X c ± .4m.m. 
.XX = ± .IrrtJn. 
DO NOT SOALE 
AUENDUENT BSl/E DAJE AMENDMENT ISSUE DATE 
c n m F E D 1. nmm 





pRAMND No. DEIWL 
I . 0 .S . /C5597 115. 
THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION FDR EXPLANATION OF DIMENaONS,NDTES5YMBOL5 «tc_SEE BiJOB. 
% CD 
3 HOLFS EQUI-
SPACED ON 69.00 
P.C.D. RILL 0 4./|. 







o iri 00 
LO (n 
_ a . 
- — o 
13.00 
4 HOLFS DRll 0 
'-'.5X15 DEEP "0 DP 
AND TAP M3XL5. 
50.00 
ro 
REMOVE A l l BURRS AND 9 W W EDCE5 UNLESS STATED OTHBMSE 
UAIEMAL 
AL ALLOY 
H E - 3 0 - W P . 
PROTECT!^ FNSH 




per untt 1. 
oaknsons m cuo. 
n0.6ff 
TOLERANCE EXCEPT * e E 
ODCRMSE STATED: ± b w n . 
.X = ± .4nxrTL 
.XX = ± . I m j n . 
DO NOT SOAIE 
GSUE DAJETAMDmWENT ISSUE DATE 
INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHIC SCIENCES 




DRAMNG No. D E I A L 
I . 0 . S V C 5 5 9 7 116. twrd anglf projechon FDR EXPLANATION OF DWEN5:ON5;NOTES,SYMBOLS # t o . ^ B 3 . 3 0 B . 
A 
WELD W-iVK iHUSi-
P U J t TO BE FLAT AFTER WEIDMO. 











PER UNIT 1. 
DfUEHSIONS IN r ruTL SCALE 
REMOVE AU. BURRS AND SHARP EDGES UNLESS STATED O T H B m S E 
ic^ ccked 
DRAWN b.h. 
TOLERANCE EXCEPT W * R E 
OTHERWISE STATED: ± I m - m . 
.X ± .4m.m. 
.XX ± . Im .m. 
DO NOT SCALE 
E S U E DATE AMENDMEKT ISSUE DATE 
INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHIC SCIENCES 
ANCHOR POINT 'A'. DRAWING No. DEriAIL I.O.S. / C5597 116. 
SIZE 
DRAWING No. DETAJL : THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION 
I .0 .S . /C55Q7 117.1 
\gew m dib' a. 
FDR EXPLANATION OF [XMEN5I0N5.N0TES,SYMB0LS eto-SEE 8 5 . 3 0 8 . 
117(1/%) 
\ \l I / \ \ 
\ ^ 1 ; 
L J . 
1 HOLE OEMU. # 37 J) 
mew in d#f b. 
I 1 7 f l / Z ) 
yew m om'c. 
3 HOLES DWU. # H A . 
10 % W TYP. 
mio thus-pla3e to be fiat f^tem wbldml 
o/bo. w/s 
REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES UNLESS STATED O T W m S E 
O C C K E D 
MATERIAL (PROTECTIVE FINISH ! TDLERANCE EXCEPT W E R E _ 
MUD S T E E L ^ PAINT RED : OTHERWISE STATED: i lm_m_ 







B ,H_ I DIUENSIONS IN m_m. I SCALE 
SIZE B 
.XX = ± .1m.m. 
DO NOT SCALE 
1 
, AUENDUENT 1 ISSUE DATE AMENDMENT ISSUE DATE 
1 CERTIFIED xmm 
INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHIC SCIENCES 
I ANCHOR POINT 'B. DRAMNG No. DCIAfL I .O.S./ C5597 117. 
D R A W C No. DElAn. 0 s. ' c ^ / r8. , -ntRD ANGLE PROJEC'ION 
PDR EXPLANA-DO.I OF [ M M E N 3 0 N S ^ 0 r E 5 , S ^ 0 L S m t o . ^ B.S.30B. 
o/m& #/s R E M O \ t ALL B J W AND SHARP EDGES UNLESS STATED O T H S m S E W/.TER.AL 
M P n 5 — E L 
No.OrF 
PER Ul l" ' draw 
m j . i D f V Q i b l O X S IN m_m. 
P P C T c C T / C fPASH 
calvams:: 
TOLERANCE EXCEPT WHERE 
O l h L R M S E SIATED: ± I n u n J 
.X •= ± .4m.m. 
XX ± . I m . m . 
DO NOT SCALE 
ISbJE DATT A M C m V E V T ssu: uar 
IST.TUi r o r CC(:v\NOGRAPH'C S C I ^ C E S 
SPRFADER PL/IE. 
SIZE Q 
' jED ON 
DRAMNG No. DETAIL | 
l O . S . / C5597 119 I 
THIRD ANCLE PROJECTION F P EXPLANAIION OF WMENS MS.NQ-B .SYy LS etc SEE B.S.308. 
0 37.0 NOtvl. SLIDE HT IN DETAILS 116.117. 
1X45". 
o 
u M \ 
If) K \ 





UAIEkl / l 
POLYPROPYLENE 




PER UNTT 2 
DUCNSKMS IN nun . 
R TECTME FINISH 
TOTAL 
NO.0FF 
TOLCR-NCE EXCEPT *H-RE 
O l t K W S C SI-TED: i I m j n . 
.X 
.xx = ± .im.m. 
DO NOT SCALE 
AVEN WENT ISSUE DATE A M s W E N T I ISSUE DATE 
CERTIFIED 
instit )te ok oceanogr-phc scifn is 
TIILE ANCHOR POINT BUSH. DRAWNC 0. DETAIL I .0 .S. /C5597 119 
size 
DRAMNG No. DETAIL 
I .0 .S. /C5597 120. 
THIRD ANGI.F PROfC-nON 














PER I M T Z 
DMENSONS M nun. 
TOTAL 
N&OFF 
TOLERANCE EXCEPT * * % 
.X ± .4m.m. 
.xx ± .im.m. 
DO NOT SCALE 
ISSUE DATE AligNDWENT 
ckr»tu 
INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHIC SQENCES 
ANCHOR BUSH WASHER. 
DRAWJG No. DETAIL 
I .0 .S. /C5597 121 I 
THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION FOR EXPLANATION OF DIMENSIONS,NOTES,StMaOLS otc..SEE aSJOS. 
USED ON 












P O L Y P R O P Y L E N E 
PROTECTIVE FINISH TOLERANCE EXCEPT WERE 
OTHERMK STATED: ± I m j n j 
.X = ± MIENDUENT ISSUE DATE AMENDMENT ISSUE DATE 
.XX = ± - Im.m. 
CEXnXFED 
N&OFF 
PER UNTT 3 . 
TOTAL 
N&OFF 
INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHIC SCIENCES 
DO NOT SCALE SPREADER PLATE BUSH. DUENSONS IN nun. SCALf 
0 / ^ #/5 
I . 0 . S / C 5 5 9 7 122 










0 now. SLIDE FIT FOR DETAIL 119. 






PER UNIT 3 . 




TOLERANCE EXCEPT WERE 
OIHERWISE STATED: ± I m j n . 
.X = ± .4m.m. 
.XX ± .1m.m. 
DO NOT SCALE 
ISSUE DATE AMENDMENT 
INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHIC SCIENCES 
^SPREADER PLATE WASHER. DRAWNG No. DETAIL I .0 .S. /C5597 122 
SIZE 
DRAMNC Nc. D O R . i 
I0.S./C5597 1231 




7 .5 15.00 
2 HOLES 'A' DRILl 0 6.3 
c 
d 
id A A 





3 X 45'., 
4 HOLES DRILL 0 5.3. 
3 X 45". 
BEHOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES 0NLE5S STATED O T H B M S E 
1 
AUENOUENT ISSUE DATE AMENDMENT ISSUE DfTE 
CEETIFIED 1, (•«*/« 
UATERIAL IPROTECTI^ FMSA 
POLYPROFYLENEl NONEL 
TOLERANCE EXCEPT * H 8 ( E 
0THEEW3E STATED: ± I ro jn . 
.artlm. 
NaOFF 
PEE UMT 1. 
.XX 
i BJi- I djyehsitws in mjti. I scale |m 0 0 NOT SCALE 
INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHJC SCIENCES 
HANDLE BLOCK. DBAWIG Nc. DEM. LOS./05587 123 
SIZE B 
PRAMNC No. OEPSIL I 
t.O.S / C 5 5 8 7 124.1 
THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION FDR EXPLANfUOR OF DMEN5mNS.NDTES;rAeOLS B.SJO& 
15.00 
2 HOLES DRILL 0 5 X 15 LG 




REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDCQ.QNLESS FIATED OTHRMSE 




protect!^  fwsa 
none. 
n0.off 
peg umt 1. 
tdtj^  ro.6ft 
muebsions in dlm. scale 1 * 1 
tolerance except *hb(e 0thebw3e stated, ± uojn. 
J( = ± .4m.rri. 
.XX ± . I m j n . 
DO NOT SCALE 
ISSUE DAIE I AWENDMEKT 
iceetmed 
fN^TUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHJC SCENCE5 







DRAWING No. DETAIL 
I . 0 .S . /C5597 125. 
\ / — 
THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION 
265. 
FOR EXPLANATION OF DIMENSIONS.NOTES.SYMBOLS etc..SEE B.S.30B. 
4 HOLES DRILL 0 4.3. 
WLLD IN POS 'N ON ASS 'Y . 
\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 








PER UNIT !• 






TOLERANCE EXCEPT WHERE 
OTHERWISE STATED: + / - i m . m . 
. X = + / — , 4 m . m . 
.XX= I / — . I m . m . 
DO NOT SCALE 
AMENDMENT ISSUE DATE AMENDMENT 
CERTinED 
INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHIC SCIENCES 
TITLE COMPASS RF'TAINEH. 




9 / 1 2 / 9 2 . 
DRAWING No. DETAIL 
I .0 .S . /C5597 125. 
DRAWING No. DETAIL 





THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION 
3 HOLES EQUI-SPACED ON 
149.58 P.C.D.DRILL 0 8 .5 . 
2 HOLES DRILL 0 8.5 
FOR EXPLANATION OF DIMENSIONS.NOTES.SYMBOLS etc..SEE B.S.308. 





PER UNIT 1 . 
DIMENSIONS IN m.m. 






TOLERANCE EXCEPT WHERE 
OTHERWISE STATED: +/-1rn.m. 
• X = + / - . 4 m . m . 
. X X = + / —. Im.m. 
DO NOT SCALE 
AMENDMENT ISSUE DATE AMENDMENT 
CERTIFIED 
INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHIC SCIENCES 




7 / 1 2 / 9 2 
DRAWING No, DETAIL 
I . 0 . S . / C 5 5 9 7 126. 
SIZE C 




THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION FOR EXPLANATION OF DIMENSIONS.NOTES.SYMBOLS etc.,SEE B.S.308. 
USED ON 
3 HOLES 3.3 DIA & TAPPED M4 x 0,7, 
EQUALLY SPACED ON 41.3 PCD 
30,0 RADIUS 
3,0 RADI 
32,0 DIA HOLE 






PER UNIT 1 





TOLERANCE EXCEPT WHERE 
OTHERWISE STATED: 
± 0 .4 
DO NOT SCALE 
AMENDMENT ISSUE DATE AMENDMENT 
CERTIFIED 
ISSUE 
INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHY SCONCES 
DATE 
TITLE 
AERIAL COUNTING PLATE 
DRAWING No. DETAIL 
I.O.S../ 5597 127 
S ^ E C 
USED ON 
DRAWING No. DETAIL 
I.0.S./ 5597 128 THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION 
FOR EXPLANATION OF DIMENSIONS,NOTES,SYMBOLS etc.,SEE B.S.308. 
38.00 38.0 
3 HOLES 4.5 DIA & EQUALLY 
SPACED ON 4L30 PCD 
50.0 D A 
< q < q 
o o n o n 









PER UNIT 1 
TOTAL 
No.OFF 
DIMENSIONS IN m . m . SCALE 1:1 
REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES UNLESS STATED OTHERWISE 
SIZE C 
TOLERANCE EXCEPT WHERE 
OTHERWISE STATED; 
± 0.1 
DO NOT SCALE 
AMENDMENT ISSUE DATE AMENDMENT ISSUE DATE 
CERTIFIED 1 2 8 - 1 - 9 3 
INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHIC SCIENCES 
TITLE 







129 THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION FOR EXPLANATION OF DIMENSIONS,NOTES.SYMBOLS etc.,SEE B.S.308. 
2-GLORIA GLAND TYPE WnULDINGS 
DETAIL 128 BULKHEAD JACK SOCKET-50 OHMS 
TYPE RS 456-920 
REDUCE HEXAGONAL FLANGE TO 14.0 01A 
ARGOS 1/2 WAVE WHIP ANTENNA 
5.0 0 DIA X 5.0M LONG COAXIAL CABLE 
REFERENCE RG58 
REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES UNLESS STATED OTHERWISE 
MATERIAL 
POLYURETHANE 
SPEC EMC 76 
TRACED 
' i r a w -
No.OFF 
PER UNIT 1 





TOLERANCE EXCEPT WHERE 
OTHERWISE STATED: 
DO NOT SCALE 
AMENDMENT ISSUE DATE AMENDMENT ISSUE DATE 
CERTIFIED 1 2 - 2 - 9 3 
INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHIC SCIENCES 
TITLE 
MOULDED AERIAL ASSEMBLY 
DRAWING No. DETAIL 
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